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Abstract

This paper p'VlJOses a /lew meThod for incoher
ent lIlotion recognitioll from video sequences. We use
time-series ~pariQ-lempora/ illlensity gradients within a
space-rime patch. Using a global space-time patch, we
fOl/lld ,hor the gradiem feature allows liS 10 distinguish
an incoherent lIlotion from a coherem motion wilhout
segmentalion. Furthermore 'he algorithm can rim in
relll rime cI'en on an ell/belMetl device. III this paper.
we I'erify /Ilorion recognilion peiformallce for actions
which we consider coherent (walk/run) and incoherent
(rurnlsquorlim'erse walk). To identify the //lulliple mo
tion classes. we use linear discriminant analysis and the
KNN method. As u reslllt. Ollr method L'un distinguish
multiple-class motion putrerns with a detection rate of
ubol/t 80%. Also the detection rute of incolJerem mo·
tions is JOO% with afalse positil'e rare of less tlWl1 JO
%.

I. Introduction

In reccnt years. the decreasing cost of eerv cam
eras and hard disk l\..-corders has led to the wide-spread
use of largc scale surveillance systems. However there
is a risk that in a network of thousands of local cam
cras the image server can overflow. causing the server
to go down. To avoid such a problem. we need to de
crease traffic octween the cameras and thc server by in
stalling intclligencc such as behavior-baSl.'d correlation
{II, e\'ent delCction [31[41[81, and abnomml action de
tection [2][5J on the cameras and the server.

E. Shechtman. el.al. have proposed an algorithm for
detecting motion patterns using correlation octween a
spatio-temporal event templatc and video sequences [II.
This method is based on the continuous rank-increase
measure of Gram matrix of a local spacc-time patch and
can detect the query pattern even in a noisy sequence.
Yu, eLal. have presented stable contact concept, which
comes from extreme points of human contour [51. The

stable contact is trained by Hidden Markov Model, and
specific motion patterns. such as fence-climbing and
rock-climbing can oc detected by this method.

Since our devclopmcnt is aimed at cmbl.'dded de
vices such as IP cam('ras. the eomputationlll costs of the
space-time volume scunning against an input vidco se
quence 111. or of the spatio-temporal mean shift cluster
ing [3 t arc critical. e.g.. the previous method [II needs
30 minutes for searching a 60 x 30 x 30 query against
a 144 x 180 x 200 video sequence. In order to reduce
the computational costs of the Gram matrices and the
seanning. we use a largc space-timc patch in placc of
the small space-time patch uSL'd in [1. 31. Since the
Gram matrix can represent motion coherency or mo
tion discontinuity [1][61 within the patch. use of the
large patch allows us to distinguish an ineohercnt mo
tion from a coherent Illotion without segmentation. Fur
thermore. we usc time-series Gram matrix components
whieh eomc from spatio-temporal intensity gradients
within the large spacc-time patch. This is because one
space-time patch is not enough for representing multi
motion classes. In our experiments. we verify motion
recognition performance for actions which we consider
coherent (walk/run) and incoherent (tum/squat/inverse
walk). To identify the multiple motion classes. we use
linear diseriminant analysis and the K eurest Neighbor
(KNN) method.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Sec
tion 2 describes the incoherent detection algorithm:
Section 3 shows the experimental results: and Section
4 summarizes and describes considerations and future
work.

2. Algorithm Overview

Our algorithm is based on features from spatio
temporal gradients in a global space-lime patch. To de
tcct the incoherent motion. we utilizc linear discrimi
nant analysis and the KNN method to a feature vector
givcn by time-series Gram matrices. The algorithm is
described in detail below.
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2.1 Time-series Gram matrix feature vector

A feature vector for repre enting a human motion i
derived from a Gram matrix. The matrix is obtained
from an optical flow equation as shown below.

(I) (a) Im:tg<l seqU<lllce (b) Sp:lce-time comer point

Here (u, v, w) is the homogeneous expression of the 2
D optical flow vcctor, and \lP;i the pace-time gra
dient of the intensity at each pixel within a space-time
patch (hereafter, ST-patch) (i = 0, 1 2, ...n), which is a
small video clip, e.g., a 7 x 7 x 3 pixel pace-time vol
ume. The ST-patch i u cd to compute the behavioral
similarity bctween two video segment (e.g., query and
reference).

Figure 1. Incoherency of motion

point by u e of Harri dctcctor 7 . Harri detector eval
uates a co-variance matrix as below.

(4)

If there exists the space-time comer point, then
l'ank(Nr) becomes 2. Therefore, r'ank(MO) = 2 im
plies that there could be multiple motions, i.e., inco
herent motion in a summation area. In the case of 2-D
motion, the matrix can be expandcd into Eq.(3), and the
multiple motions make the rank of M 3. We exploit
tJlis property for dctccting incoherent motion, such as
inverse running, falling, or putting an object in a crowd.
However, we use the Gram matrix components explic
itly, while the rank or continuous rank-increa e mea ure
of M i u cd for action detection [I). Thi i becau ewe
consider the rank of a large ST-pateh degenerates the
motion properties.

Though the Gram matrix in the ST-patch can de
scribe the motion coherency at each frame, we can
not know a motion type simply tnrough a sequence of
frames. In our research, we u e a time-series chain of
the Gram matrix components as a feature vector x in
order to recognize motion patterns, as below:

where Lithe number of [Tames to be u 'cd. We don't
usc duplicate components of M. Therefore the dimen
sion of x i 6 x L. The length of L dcpends on the cycle
of the motion to be detected. Empirically, it i said that
the human walk cycle is about I second, i.e., 30 frames.
Though some might say we necd to usc L = 30, we set
L = 5 because we assume that instantaneou motion
is a eharacteri tic for detceting an incoherent motion.
We need to set the optimum length of L, or eventually,
change it dynamically.

(3)
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v
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wherc n is the number of pixel. in the patch. Wc obtain
Gram matrix M by multiplying both sides of Eq.(2) by
thc transposition of G, as below.

This matrix is in fact a co-variance matrix of the space
time gradients within the ST-patch. E. Shechtman, et.al.
usc a mall ST-patch and a ume the patch inelude a
locally uniform motion [I). Howcvcr thi as umption
will be violatcd at motion discontinuities in a video se
qucncc. Thcy usc a set of the patches as a query for
dctecting a behavior pattern from video elips.

On the other hand, we use a large ST-pateh, the
size of which is the image size at most, and determine
whether or not the large patch includes an incoherent
motion. As dcscribcd in [I], when thc ST-patch in
cludes multiple independent motions, the rank of M be
comes 3.

Here, we assume I-D motion for simplicity. When
multiple motions occur in a scene as shown in Fig.1
(a), the corresponding x-t image, which can ists of scan
lines, contains two trajectories. A a result, there ex
i t an intersection, i.e., a space-time corner point a de
noted by a circle in Fig.l (b). We can detect uch the



(c) squat

(e) cross

(b) run

(d) turn

(a) walk

(7)W-1B,

where B is an inter-class covariance matrix and W is an
intra-class covariance matrix denoted as:

2.2 Motion pattern classification

Since m change frame by frame cons cutively, the
feature vector x has redundancy. In this research work,
we project x onto a low-dimensional subspace by linear
discriminant analysis (LOA) of Eq.(7).

J

B = I:1£k (Xk - x) (Xk - X)T, (8)
k=l

J nk

W =I:I: (Xk,i - x) (Xk,i - X)T, (9)
k=li=l

where J i the number of motion cla es, 1£ i the num
ber of the total samples, 1£1.0 is the number of samples
in k-th class, Xk,i is i-th input vector of k-th class, x i
a mean vector of all of Xk,i, and X-k is a mean vector
of k-th class. We decide the dimen ion of di criminant
subspace M using a threshold from Eq.( 10):

Figure 2. Motion patterns

Table 1. Confusion matrix

True cia -t walk run squat tum cro
walk 80.9 12.8 6.1 4.1 0
run 8.3 80.1 3.5 3.4 6.9

squat 10.0 1.5 83.4 20.5 0.5
turn 0.8 1.9 7.0 61.1 3.2

cross 0 3.7 0 10.8 91.5

3.1 Conditions and parameter setting

3. Experimental Results

where Ai is the i-th eigen value of q.(7), and i the
dimension of x:

paper. Our method works well for now under the condi
tions that a pedestrian in an image is not occluded and
the size of the pedestrian is over 60 x 30 pixcls against
an image of 320 x 240 pixels. For an occluded or mall
pedestrian, we need to introduce a-part based approach
[3 . To validate the feature vector x of Eq.(5), in thi
scction, we prepared the appropriate sample sequences
shown in Fig.l.

As described in Section 2.1, we set the size of the ST
patch to an image size. e.g., 320 x 240. The dimension
of the discriminant subspace M ofEq.(1 0) is 15 and the
number offrames L for the input vector is 6.

3.2 Motion pattern classification

First, in orderto verify the separation performance of
the intra-class of training sequences, we define coher
ent and incoherent motion classes as follows. Coherent
motions are "walk" and "run". Incoherent motions arc
"squat", "turn", and "cross". Key 'rames of these mo
tions arc hown in Fig. 2. Each of the motion classes
has twenty sequences and each 'cquence include 60 to
100 framcs. Using this dataset, we verify the separation
performance by the KN method in a linear discrimi
nant pace. The verification result is shown in Table I a
a confusion matrix. The table denotes the percentage
of deteeted frame for eaeh motion cla . As shown in
the table, the separation performance is about 80% for

(10)
M

TH X LAi 2:: LAi'
i=1 i=l

We use frame subtraction edges to obtain the Gram
matrix of Eq.(3), while . Shechtman, et.a!. [I] usc all
the pixels within an ST-pateh. This is because the inco
herent motion of a mall object could be buried under
the global noise which occurs in an image. We use a
eonstant value for the frame ubtraction, e.g., 15, in this

After the projection, the feature vectors make clus
tcrs in the discriminant sub pace. We use the K
method for classifying motion pattern in the subspace.
In the training pha e, the training data et after the pro
jection is quantized by the LBG algorithm [9] to elect
representative vector fj for the each cla . Input vector
are classified into motion cla ses defined using the rep
resentative vectors. Then a consecutive frame judgment
is applied to the cia ification re ult in order to decrease
fal e po itive . Fig. 2 pre ent variou motion pattern .



3.3 Incoherent motion detection

the each cia s. The separation performance for "turn"
is worse than for the others. This is bccause 'turn"
partially includes "walk", On the othcr hand. "cross"
shows the best performance. This is becausc "cross" in
cludcs two independent motion in the ST-patch, max
imizing the rank of M in q.(3): in other words, the
motion of the ST-patch is incoherent.

The separation is not perfect becau e clusters of the
motion das 'es overlap each other in a linear discrim
inant space. Fig. 3 hows an example of the clusters
(this figure haws only the upper 3 dimen ion of M of
Eq.(I0)). Though it is difficult to boost thc classifica
tion rate due to thc overlaps, wc can reduce fal e pos
itives by using the consecutiveness of a human action.
We discuss this property in the next section.

Wc verified a consecutive frame judgment to reduce
the false positives described in the previous section. In
put scquenee. arc different from the training data et,
and we define a true detection as follows: When the
ame classification result occurs consecutively in c

frames within a sequence, we count it a a true detec
tion, where N c is the number of consecutive frames.
This definition arise from the difficulty of motion seg
mentation. In other words, no matter how we segment
motions, there will be frames which belong to more
than one motion class, due to the consecutiveness of hu
man m tions.

FigA shows comparison re ult between CHLAC
(Cubic Higher-order Local Auto-Correlation) [2] and
our method (denoted as "ST-patch"). CHLAC is based
on higher-order correlation within a local region, e.g.,
3 x 3 x 3 pixels for example. CHLAC ha everal prefer
able properties, which are shift invariance to data, addi
tivity for data, and robu tne to noi e in data. Due to

[I] E. Shechtman and M. Irani. Space-time behavior
based correlation. In Proc. CVPR, 2005.
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Figure 4. Comparison results of incoherent motion detection
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